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Abstract 
Saturated cyclic ethers are being proposed as next-generation bio-derived fuels. However, their 
pyrolysis and combustion chemistry has not been well established. In this work, the pyrolysis 
and combustion chemistry of 2-methyl-tetrahydrofuran (MTHF) was investigated through 
experiments and detailed kinetic modeling. Pyrolysis experiments were performed in a dedicated 
plug flow reactor at 170 kPa, temperatures between 900 and 1100K and a N2 (diluent) to MTHF 
molar ratio of 10. The combustion chemistry of MTHF was investigated by measuring mole 
fraction profiles of stable species in premixed flat flames at 6.7 kPa and equivalence ratios 0.7, 
1.0 and 1.3 and by determining laminar burning velocities of MTHF/air flat flames with 
unburned gas temperatures of 298, 358 and 398K and equivalence ratios between 0.6 and 1.6.  
Furthermore, a kinetic model for pyrolysis and combustion of MTHF was developed, which 
contains a detailed description of the reactions of MTHF and its derived radicals with the aid of 
new high-level theoretical calculations. Model calculated mole fraction profiles and laminar 
burning velocities are in relatively good agreement with the obtained experimental data. At the 
applied pyrolysis conditions, unimolecular decomposition of MTHF by scission of the methyl 
group and concerted ring opening to 4-penten-1-ol dominates over scission of the ring bonds; the 
latter reactions were significant in tetrahydrofuran pyrolysis. MTHF is mainly consumed by 
hydrogen abstraction reactions. Subsequent decomposition of the resulting radicals by β-scission 
results in the observed product spectrum including small alkenes, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde 
and ketene. In the studied flames, unimolecular ring opening of MTHF is insignificant and 
consumption of MTHF through radical chemistry dominates. Recombination of 2-oxo-ethyl and 
2-oxo-propyl, primary radicals in MTHF decomposition, with hydrogen atoms and carbon-
centered radicals results in a wide range of oxygenated molecules.  
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1 Introduction 
There is an increased demand for a sustainable production of chemicals and fuels. Currently, a 
lot of effort is dedicated to the conversion of lignocellulosic biomass through catalytic, 
fermentative and pyrolytic processes. These conversion routes result in a wide variety of 
molecules that may be processed further into other high-value chemicals, so-called platform 
molecules, or that can be used directly, for example as bio-fuel.  
Recently, several production routes to saturated cyclic ethers, such as 2-methyl-tetrahydrofuran 
(MTHF) and 2,5-dimethyl-tetrahydrofuran (DMTHF), have been proposed [1-3]. This class of 
molecules has lower heating values that range between ~28.5 MJ l-1 and 29.5 MJ l-1, which are 
close to those of furans (~27.7-30.0 MJ l-1) and of gasoline (~31.6 MJ l-1), but clearly higher than 
that of ethanol (~21.3 MJ l-1). MTHF has good antiknock characteristics (RON=86, MON=73), 
and satisfactory performance when mixed with gasoline in a conventional internal combustion 
engine [4-7].  
The potential of cyclic ethers to serve as next-generation bio-derived fuels has triggered several 
fundamental studies that aim at understanding their combustion chemistry. Tetrahydrofuran 
(THF), the simplest five-membered cyclic ether, has received most attention. Verdicchio et al. 
investigated the unimolecular decomposition of THF using quantum chemical methods [8]. The 
calculations show that biradical and carbene intermediates play an important role in the initial 
ring-opening steps, but that a concerted molecular channel is also active. Model simulations with 
a kinetic model based on the mentioned ab initio study are in good agreement with shock tube 
experiments [9]. Tran et al. expanded the model to describe the combustion chemistry of THF. 
The model was validated with data obtained from premixed flames and shock tube 
measurements [10]. Kasper et al. investigated the structure of laminar premixed low-pressure 
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THF flames using photoionization (PI) and electron-ionization (EI) molecular-beam mass 
spectrometry (MBMS) [11]. THF oxidation and ignition has been studied in jet-stirred reactors 
and a rapid compression machine [12, 13]. The available experimental data and developed 
kinetic models of the aforementioned studies indicate that THF decomposition is dominated by 
radical chemistry as soon a radical pool is established. 
The pyrolysis and combustion chemistry of alkylated cyclic ethers is less well established. A 
theoretical study by Simmie provides thermochemistry for THF, MTHF, DMTHF and the 
derived radicals, and kinetic data for a selection of hydrogen abstraction and radical 
decomposition reactions [14]. Other quantum chemical studies have focused on hydrogen 
abstraction from MTHF and DMTHF by hydroperoxy radicals [15] and intramolecular hydrogen 
abstraction of the various peroxy radicals formed from 3-methyl-tetrahydrofuran [16]. Fuel rich 
(φ=1.7), low pressure, premixed laminar MTHF flames were investigated by Moshammer et al. 
[17]. Reaction products were identified and quantified using molecular beam mass spectrometry 
with electron ionization and synchrotron-based tunable VUV photoionization. A kinetic model 
was developed using the theoretical study by Simmie [14] and analogy with other molecules. 
This work aims to improve the understanding the pyrolysis and combustion chemistry of MTHF, 
see Fig. 1. Firstly, the experimental database for MTHF reactions is expanded in several ways. 
The pyrolysis chemistry is investigated in a tubular plug flow reactor. Furthermore, temperature 
and mole fraction profiles are measured in three low-pressure premixed flames while laminar 
burning velocities are obtained at atmospheric pressure using the heat flux method. Secondly, a 
new detailed kinetic model for MTHF pyrolysis and combustion has been developed. Kinetic 
data related to the decomposition of MTHF has been calculated using the CBS-QB3 level of 
theory. Thirdly, predictions of the new kinetic model are compared to the obtained experimental 
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data. Reaction path and sensitivity analyses are performed to better understand the MTHF 
chemistry. The proposed kinetic model is meant to serve as a building block for biomass 
pyrolysis and gasification processes as the cyclic ether structure is present in some  biomass 
model compounds. 
 
Fig. 1. Structure of MTHF with atom labels (red italic) and bond bond energy in kJ mol-1 [14] 
(black bold) 
2 Experimental and computational methods 
The pyrolysis chemistry of MTHF was studied in a plug flow reactor. The combustion chemistry 
was studied using premixed, laminar flames. A detailed description of the experimental setups 
used in this study has been given elsewhere [18-23]. Only the main features of the experimental 
and analytical methods used are summarized below. Operating conditions are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 Operating conditions for MTHF flames and pyrolysis 
Low-pressure 
premixed 
flame 
φ 𝐅𝐌𝐓𝐇𝐅
𝟎  
(mol s-1) 
𝐅𝐎𝟐𝟎  
(mol s-1) 
𝐅𝐀𝐫𝟎   
(mol s-1) P (kPa) C/O x0,diluent 
Flow velocity at 
T=333K (cm s-1) 
0.7 1.15E-04 1.15E-03 3.29E-03 6.7 0.24 0.72 67 
1 1.39E-04 9.74E-04 3.45E-03 6.7 0.33 0.76 67 
1.3 2.02E-04 1.09E-03 3.27E-03 6.7 0.42 0.72 67 
Atmospheric premixed laminar flame 
φ P (kPa) Tunburned gas (K) 
0.60 – 1.55 101.3 298 - 398 
 Flow reactor 
φ 𝐅𝐌𝐓𝐇𝐅
𝟎   
(mol s-1) 
𝐅𝐎𝟐𝟎   
(mol s-1) 
𝐅𝐍𝟐𝟎   
(mol s-1) P (kPa) C/O x0,diluent T-range (K) 
∞ 1.68E-04 0.00E+00 1.67E-03 170 5.00 0.91 913 - 1073 
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2.1 Tubular flow reactor for pyrolysis 
MTHF (Sigma Aldrich, state purity +99 %) is fed to an evaporator kept at 573K using a Coriolis 
flow meter controlled pump. Nitrogen (Air Liquide, purity +99.999 %) is used as diluent and its 
flow rate is controlled using a Coriolis mass flow controller. It is heated to the same temperature 
as MTHF and both gasses are mixed before entering the reactor. 
The tubular reactor has an internal diameter of 6 mm and is 1.475 m long. The reactor is placed 
in an electrically heated furnace. In total, eight thermocouples are positioned along the reactor 
length, measuring the gas temperature. The reactor consists of 4 separate sections and the 
temperature in each section is controlled by a thermocouple. Furthermore, two manometers, 
positioned at the inlet and outlet of the reactor, measure the pressure. The pressure was kept 
fixed at 0.17 MPa using a valve positioned downstream of the reactor. The pressure drop across 
the reactor was found to be negligible (<0.001 MPa). 
Products and unconverted feed are identified and quantified online, downstream of the reactor, 
using several dedicated gas chromatographs. The reactor effluent is first sent to a heated 
sampling system kept at 573 K to avoid condensation. A part of the mixture is injected on a 
refinery gas analyzer (RGA) after removal of the condensable fraction. This chromatograph is 
able to calculate the flow rate of all permanent gases using two thermal conductivity detectors 
(TCD) and C4- hydrocarbons using a flame ionization detector (FID) based on the fixed flow rate 
of N2, i.e. primary internal standard. A different fraction of the effluent is injected on a two 
dimensional gas chromatograph (GCxGC) and a light oxygenates analyzer (LOA) through 
heated transfer lines, without prior condensation. The flow rate of water, formaldehyde and 
methanol are calculated using the LOA, equipped with a TCD, with propene, identified and 
quantified on the RGA, as secondary internal standard. The GCxGC allows identification, using 
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a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), and quantification, using a FID, of all 
hydrocarbons and oxygenated molecules that have two or more carbon atoms. Methane, 
identified and quantified on the RGA, acts as secondary internal standard. This methodology 
allows online analysis of the complete product spectrum and avoids separate gas-phase and 
condensate analysis. A more detailed description of data quantification can be found 
elsewhere[24]. 
The procedure described above allowed closing C, H and O molar balances within 5%. Several 
repeat experiments were performed and the average uncertainty on product mole fraction is 5%, 
in line with previous experiments. 
2.2 Low-pressure premixed flat flame structure 
The flow rates of oxygen (Messer, purity +99.995 %) and argon (Messer, purity +99.999 %), the 
diluent, are controlled by two mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst). The flow rate of liquid MTHF 
(Sigma Aldrich, purity +99%) is regulated using a mass flow controller connected to a 
evaporator/mixer (Bronkhorst). There, MTHF is evaporated and mixed with argon. 
Subsequently, the gaseous stream is mixed with oxygen and fed to a McKenna burner (60 mm 
diameter) housed in a vacuum chamber. The temperature of the burner is kept at 333K using 
water cooling.  
Three premixed flames, i.e. φ=0.7, 1.0 and 1.3,were stabilized on the burner. The volumetric 
flow rate of the unburned gas was constant for all equivalence ratios, see Table 1. The pressure 
was fixed at 6.7 kPa (50 Torr). The flame was connected with three gas chromatographs (GC) 
through a quartz probe, with a 0.18 mm diameter orifice at the tip and an angle to vertical of 22°, 
and heated transfer lines kept at 423 K. The first GC was equipped with a carbosphere column 
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and was used to quantify oxygen and hydrogen using a TCD detector. The second GC was 
equipped with a HP-PLOT Q column and was used to quantify CO, CO2, oxygenates, 
hydrocarbons using a FID detector preceded by a methanizer and water using a TCD detector. 
This GC was also equipped with a HP-Molsieve column and was used to quantify CO and CH4 
using a FID detector and argon using a TCD detector. The third GC was equipped with a HP-
PLOT Q column and a mass spectrometer and was used for species identification. The burner 
can be moved in vertical direction while the position of the sampling probe was fixed during 
experiment which allowed to obtain species mole fraction profiles as function of height above 
the burner. 
Flame temperature profiles were measured with a PtRh(6 %)–PtRh(30 %) type B thermocouple 
(diameter 0.10 mm). The thermocouple junction was located at the center of the burner. The 
thermocouple was coated with a ceramic layer of BeO-Y2O3 to reduce catalytic effects. The 
electrical compensation method was used to correct for radiative heat losses. The estimated 
uncertainty of the measured temperature values is approximately 5%. 
A sighting telescope (cathetometer) was used to evaluate the position of the probe and the 
thermocouple with respect to the burner, accuracy +/- 0.05mm.  
The described procedure allowed closing the C molar balance within 5% and the O and H molar 
balances within 10%. 
2.3 Laminar burning velocities measurements in atmospheric flat flame 
Laminar burning velocities were measured using the heat flux method applied to a flat flame 
adiabatic burner [25]. The apparatus consists of a plenum chamber attached to a brass burner 
plate. The temperature of the plenum chamber was set to the desired unburned gas temperature 
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using a thermostatic oil jacket. The brass burner plate is 2 mm thick and has a diameter of 30 
mm. The plate is perforated with holes of diameter 0.5 mm, with the pitch between them being 
0.7 mm. Eight thermocouples are embedded into the plate surface at different distances and 
angles from the center to the periphery of the burner to measure the radial temperature profile. 
Heating around the burner plate was provided by thermostatic oil, at 50 K higher than the 
unburned gas temperature. The heat flux from the heated burner to the unburned gas can 
compensate for heat losses from the flame toward the heated burner, which results in adiabatic 
conditions. The radial burner temperature profile becomes flat and the gas speed equals the 
adiabatic burning velocity. 
In the present study, the measurements of laminar burning velocity were performed at 
atmospheric pressure (101.3 kPa), for unburned flame temperatures ranging from 298 to 398 K, 
and equivalence ratios from 0.60 to 1.55. 
The estimated error of the laminar burning velocity is ~4 %. In addition, the error in the 
equivalence ratio is about 1%, resulting mainly from the error in the mass flow measurements for 
oxygen and liquid fuel.  
2.4 Computational methods 
The rate coefficients for the concerted MTHF decomposition, several hydrogen abstraction 
reactions and unimolecular decomposition channels of the resulting radicals were calculated in 
two steps. First, electronic structure calculations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory [26] were 
performed using the Gaussian 09 revision D suite of programs [27]. Using methods from 
statistical mechanics, the output of the ab initio calculations was used to determine the 
thermodynamic properties of reactants, products and transition states. Heats of formation are 
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obtained from the electronic energies by converting those with the atomization method. 
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level rotational constants and scaled (factor 0.99) harmonic frequencies, 
except those that represent internal rotations, were used to calculate the thermal contributions to 
the enthalpies as well as entropies and heat capacities. Hindrance potentials of internal rotors, 
which are not well described as harmonic oscillators, were determined via relaxed scans by 
increasing the corresponding dihedral angle in 10 degrees steps until complete rotation was 
achieved. These potentials were regressed to Fourier series prior to their use. The reduced 
moments of inertia were calculated at the I(2,3) level as defined by East and Radom [28]. With 
this information, the Schroedinger equation for one-dimensional axis-fixed rotation could be 
solved and the resulting energy eigenvalues were employed to calculate the contributions of 
these modes to the thermodynamic functions. Finally, the thermodynamic data was stored in 
form of NASA polynomials.  
In the second step, transition state theory expressed in terms of Gibbs free energies was used to 
calculate the rate coefficients: 
 kTST(T) =  χ(T)  ∙
kBT
h
∙ �RT
p
�
∆n−1
∙ e−
∆Gǂ
RT                                                (1) 
Here ∆Gǂ is the Gibbs free energy difference between transition state without the transitional 
mode and reactant(s), ∆𝑛  is the molecularity of the reaction (2 for bimolecular, 1 for 
unimolecular reactions), and 𝜒(𝑇) is a correction factor that accounts for quantum mechanical 
tunneling. All other symbols have their usual meaning. The asymmetric Eckart potential was 
used in this work to calculate 𝜒(𝑇). The Gibbs free energies were obtained from the NASA 
polynomials calculated in the first step. Rate coefficients were calculated for temperatures 
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ranging between 300 K and 2500 K in 50 K steps. The individual rate coefficients were finally 
regressed to modified Arrhenius expressions. 
Simulations 
Simulations were performed using the CHEMKIN package [29].  
The plug flow reactor module was used to simulate the pyrolysis experiments. The plug flow 
assumption has been validated earlier for the used reactor setup [30].  
The simulations for the low-pressure premixed flames were conducted using the premixed 
laminar burning-stabilized flame module. Composition and flow rate of the inlet stream, pressure 
and temperature profile were provided as input.  In this work, the input temperature profile is the 
average of the measured temperature profile with and without the sampling probe, in line with 
earlier studies [10]. The use of the average temperature profile tries to account for the distortion 
of the flame structure induced by sampling probe and thermocouple: (i) The measured 
temperature profile without the sampling probe overestimates the temperature as the sampling 
probe acts as a heat sink; (ii) The measured temperature profile with the sampling probe 
underestimates the temperature as the probe mainly affects the temperature of the gas near the 
probe, and not necessarily the temperature of the gas near the burner. The measured temperature 
profile with the sampling probe, the measured temperature profile without the sampling probe 
and the temperature profile used for simulation at φ = 1.0 are presented in Fig. 2 as example. The 
temperature profiles for the φ = 0.7 and 1.3 flames can be found in Supplemental Material. 
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Fig. 2 MTHF flame temperature profiles as a function of height above burner h at φ = 1.0: -
measured profile without the sampling probe, - measured profile and with the sampling probe, 
- temperature profile used for simulation 
Simulations of adiabatic laminar burning velocities were carried out using the premixed 
laminar flame-speed module with GRAD and CURV parameters of 0.05. Thermal diffusion 
effects were included in the simulations.  
3 Kinetic Model Development 
A detailed kinetic model has been developed to describe the pyrolysis and combustion of MTHF. 
The model consist of three main parts: (1) a primary mechanism, describing the combustion and 
pyrolysis of MTHF and derived radicals, (2) a base mechanism, describing the combustion and 
pyrolysis of small hydrocarbons and oxygenates, (3) a secondary mechanism, describing the 
combustion and pyrolysis of products originating from MTHF decomposition and not described 
by the base mechanism. The complete kinetic model can be found in Supplemental Material. 
Each species is accompanied by its IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) which 
allows to unambiguously identify the molecular structure. A selection of key reactions of the 
primary mechanism and their corresponding rate coefficients are presented in Table 2. The three 
parts of the model are described in the following sections. 
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Table 2 Primary mechanism of the high-temperature pyrolysis and oxidation of MTHF. The rate 
coefficients are given (k = ATnexp(-Ea/RT)) in m3, mol, s, kJ units 
Nr. Reaction A n Ea k (1000K) Comment 
 
C-H and methyl scission 
   
 
 1 C•cy(COCCC)+H→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+08 0.0 0.0 1.0E+08 a 
2 Ccy(C•OCCC)+H→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+08 0.0 0.0 1.0E+08 a 
3 Ccy(COC•CC)+H→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+08 0.0 0.0 1.0E+08 a 
4 Ccy(COCC•C)+H→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+08 0.0 0.0 1.0E+08 a 
5 Ccy(COCCC•)+H→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+08 0.0 0.0 1.0E+08 a 
6 cy(OC•CCC)+CH3→Ccy(COCCC) 1.0E+07 0.0 0.0 1.0E+07 a 
 
Carbene and biradical pathways 
   
 
 7 Ccy(COCCC)→C=CCOCC 4.8E+49 -10.1 467.3 1.3E-05 b, 1.0atm 
8 Ccy(COCCC)→C=CC(C)OC 4.8E+49 -10.1 467.3 1.3E-05 b, 1.0atm 
9 Ccy(COCCC)→C=COC(C)C 1.8E+51 -10.4 474.9 1.3E-05 b, 1.0atm 
10 Ccy(COCCC)→C=C(C)OCC 1.8E+51 -10.4 474.9 1.3E-05 b, 1.0atm 
11 Ccy(COCCC)→CCCCCHO 6.6E+46 -9.4 430.6 1.1E-04 b, 1.0atm 
12 Ccy(COCCC)→CCCC(=O)C 6.6E+46 -9.4 430.6 1.1E-04 b, 1.0atm 
13 Ccy(COCCC)→CC=CCCOH 1.7E+41 -7.7 416.1 2.2E-04 b, 1.0atm 
14 Ccy(COCCC)→C=CCC(C)OH 1.7E+41 -7.7 416.1 2.2E-04 b, 1.0atm 
15 Ccy(COCCC)→CH2O+C=CCC 2.7E+35 -5.8 409.1 4.2E-04 b, 1.0atm 
16 Ccy(COCCC)→CH3CHO+C=CC 2.7E+35 -5.8 409.1 4.2E-04 b, 1.0atm 
17 Ccy(COCCC)→Ccy(COC)+C2H4 9.3E+64 -14.1 549.4 1.2E-06 b, 1.0atm 
18 Ccy(COCCC)→cy(COC)+C=CC 9.3E+64 -14.1 549.4 1.2E-06 b, 1.0atm 
 
Concerted ring opening 
   
 
 19 Ccy(COCCC)→C=CCCCOH 1.1E+05 2.3 248.5 8.5E-02 c 
20 Ccy(COCCC)→CC=CCCOH 1.0E+12 0.6 342.6 6.7E-05 b 
21 Ccy(COCCC)→C=CCC(C)OH 1.0E+12 0.6 342.6 6.7E-05 b 
 
Hydrogen abstraction 
   
 
 
 
by H 
   
 
 22 Ccy(COCCC)+H→Ccy(COC•CC)+H2 3.3E+01 1.9 13.8 2.6E+06 c 
23 Ccy(COCCC)+H→Ccy(COCC•C)+H2 1.1E+01 2.0 23.9 7.2E+05 c 
24 Ccy(COCCC)+H→Ccy(COCCC•)+H2 1.0E+01 2.0 25.1 5.6E+05 c 
25 Ccy(COCCC)+H→Ccy(C•OCCC)+H2 1.7E+02 1.7 9.2 6.6E+06 c 
26 Ccy(COCCC)+H→C•cy(COCCC)+H2 4.2E+01 2.0 39.3 2.8E+05 c 
 
by CH3 
   
 
 27 Ccy(COCCC)+CH3→Ccy(COC•CC)+CH4 4.7E-04 3.0 27.6 1.2E+04 c 
28 Ccy(COCCC)+CH3→Ccy(COCC•C)+CH4 3.2E-04 3.0 34.3 5.5E+03 c 
29 Ccy(COCCC)+CH3→Ccy(COCCC•)+CH4 2.6E-04 3.0 35.6 3.9E+03 c 
30 Ccy(COCCC)+CH3→Ccy(C•OCCC)+CH4 3.9E-04 2.9 22.2 1.5E+04 c 
31 Ccy(COCCC)+CH3→C•cy(COCCC)+CH4 5.0E-04 3.0 45.6 2.4E+03 c 
 
by OH 
   
 
 32 Ccy(COCCC)+OH→Ccy(COC•CC)+H2O 2.4E+00 2.0 -12.3 1.1E+07 d 
33 Ccy(COCCC)+OH→Ccy(COCC•C)+H2O 2.4E+00 2.0 -2.7 3.3E+06 d 
34 Ccy(COCCC)+OH→Ccy(COCCC•)+H2O 2.4E+00 2.0 -0.4 2.5E+06 d 
35 Ccy(COCCC)+OH→Ccy(C•OCCC)+H2O 1.2E+00 2.0 -13.9 6.4E+06 d 
36 Ccy(COCCC)+OH→C•cy(COCCC)+H2O 3.6E+00 2.0 7.2 1.5E+06 d 
 
by O 
   
 
 37 Ccy(COCCC)+O→Ccy(COC•CC)+OH 3.4E+02 1.5 -0.3 1.1E+07 d 
38 Ccy(COCCC)+O→Ccy(COCC•C)+OH 3.4E+02 1.5 14.0 2.0E+06 d 
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39 Ccy(COCCC)+O→Ccy(COCCC•)+OH 3.4E+02 1.5 17.5 1.3E+06 d 
40 Ccy(COCCC)+O→Ccy(C•OCCC)+OH 1.7E+02 1.5 -2.8 7.5E+06 d 
41 Ccy(COCCC)+O→C•cy(COCCC)+OH 5.1E+02 1.5 28.9 5.0E+05 d 
 
by HO2 
   
 
 42 Ccy(COCCC)+HO2→Ccy(COC•CC)+H2O2 7.8E-06 3.5 33.0 5.7E+03 e 
43 Ccy(COCCC)+HO2→Ccy(COCC•C)+H2O2 7.2E-08 4.1 48.0 5.5E+02 e 
44 Ccy(COCCC)+HO2→Ccy(COCCC•)+H2O2 1.2E-06 3.7 50.9 3.8E+02 e 
45 Ccy(COCCC)+HO2→Ccy(C•OCCC)+H2O2 6.5E-05 3.3 26.8 1.7E+04 e 
46 Ccy(COCCC)+HO2→C•cy(COCCC)+H2O2 1.7E-04 3.5 71.5 7.9E+02 e 
 
MTHF radical decomposition 
   
 
 
 
Ccy(COC•CC) 
   
 
 47 Ccy(COC•CC)→C=COCC2• 4.6E+11 0.7 140.3 2.7E+06 c 
48 C=COCC2•→C=CO•+CC=C 3.2E+11 0.5 68.6 2.2E+09 c 
49 C=COCC2•→CH3+C=COC=C 1.6E+12 0.5 128.6 6.9E+06 c 
50 C=COCC2•→a-C•cy(COC(C)C) 1.0E+09 0.6 59.0 5.2E+07 anti , c 
51 C=COCC2•→s-C•cy(COC(C)C) 1.1E+09 0.6 55.6 7.0E+07 syn, c 
52 Ccy(COC•CC)→CC•CCCHO 3.3E+12 0.3 94.4 3.2E+08 c 
53 CC•CCCHO→C=CO•+CC=C 3.6E+09 1.0 85.5 9.9E+07 c 
54 CC•CCCHO→CCCCC•(=O) 7.3E+04 1.9 62.1 1.9E+07 c 
55 CCCCC•(=O)→CCCC•+CO 1.0E+11 0.0 40.2 8.0E+08 c 
56 Ccy(COC•CC)→H+Ccy(COC=CC) 2.8E+04 2.7 191.1 3.6E+02 b 
 
Ccy(COCC•C) 
   
 
 57 Ccy(COCC•C)→C=CCOC•C 4.4E+12 0.2 136.1 1.7E+06 c 
58 C=CCOC•C→CH3CHO+C=CC• 4.4E+09 1.1 58.1 7.4E+09 c 
59 C=CCOC•C→a-C•cy(CCOC(C)) 6.1E+07 0.9 54.6 3.8E+07 anti, c 
60 C=CCOC•C→s-C•cy(CCOC(C)) 1.2E+08 0.9 57.7 4.4E+07 syn, c 
61 Ccy(COCC•C)→C=CCC(C)O• 2.0E+12 0.3 130.4 2.2E+06 c 
62 C=CCC(C)O•→CH3CHO+C=CC• 1.8E+12 0.4 19.9 2.1E+12 c 
63 C=CCC(C)O•→CH3+C=CCCHO 4.7E+13 0.2 60.1 1.2E+11 c 
64 C=CCC(C)O•→C=CC•C(C)OH 2.3E+08 1.3 74.0 2.5E+08 anti , c 
65 C=CCC(C)O•→a-C•cy(COC(C)C) 4.7E+10 0.4 49.7 1.8E+09 syn, c 
66 C=CCC(C)O•→s-C•cy(COC(C)C) 2.2E+10 0.4 46.0 1.3E+09 c 
67 Ccy(COCC•C)→H+Ccy(COC=CC) 9.2E+09 1.1 137.6 1.5E+06 b 
68 Ccy(COCC•C)→H+Ccy(COCC=C) 1.7E+10 1.1 149.4 5.1E+05 b 
 
Ccy(COCCC•) 
   
 
 69 Ccy(COCCC•)→C=CC(C)OC• 1.4E+12 0.5 136.6 2.8E+06 c 
70 C=CC(C)OC•→CH2O+c-CC=CC• 8.0E+11 0.5 67.5 6.9E+09 c 
71 C=CC(C)OC•→CH2O+t-CC=CC• 1.4E+11 0.8 63.3 1.3E+10 c 
72 C=CC(C)OC•→a-C•cy(CCOC(C)) 2.9E+09 0.5 60.1 8.2E+07 anti , c 
73 C=CC(C)OC•→s-C•cy(CCOC(C)) 1.2E+09 0.6 66.9 2.7E+07 syn, c 
74 Ccy(COCCC•)→t-CC=CCCO• 2.8E+13 -0.1 127.0 4.8E+06 trans, c 
75 Ccy(COCCC•)→c-CC=CCCO• 6.3E+12 0.1 136.7 7.8E+05 cis, c 
76 t-CC=CCCO•→t-C=CC•CCOH 3.1E+04 1.9 132.5 2.5E+03 trans, c 
77 t-CC=CCCO•→t-CC=CC•COH 8.1E+07 1.4 80.8 9.5E+07 trans, c 
78 c-CC=CCCO•→c-C=CC•CCOH 2.1E+06 1.4 18.8 3.5E+09 cis, c 
79 c-CC=CCCO•→c-CC=CC•COH 3.1E+07 1.5 79.5 7.6E+07 cis, c 
80 t-CC=CCCO•→CH2O+t-CC=CC• 5.7E+11 0.5 25.7 6.8E+11 trans, c 
81 c-CC=CCCO•→ CH2O +c-CC=CC• 1.1E+12 0.4 24.7 9.2E+11 cis, c 
82 Ccy(COCCC•)→H+Ccy(C=CCCO) 9.2E+09 1.1 137.6 1.5E+06 b 
83 Ccy(COCCC•)→H+Ccy(COCC=C) 1.7E+10 1.1 149.4 5.1E+05 b 
84 Ccy(COCCC•)→CH3+cy(OC=CCC) 1.5E+13 0.3 129.2 2.7E+07 c 
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Ccy(C•OCCC) 
   
 
 85 Ccy(C•OCCC)→C•CCC(=O)C 1.4E+12 0.5 90.7 9.2E+08 c 
86 C•CCC(=O)C→C2•C=O+C2H4 1.2E+11 0.7 92.4 2.2E+08 c 
87 C•CCC(=O)C→CCCC(=O)C• 2.5E+04 1.9 56.1 1.4E+07 c 
88 Ccy(C•OCCC)→C=C(C)OCC• 7.2E+11 0.7 136.9 4.6E+06 c 
89 C=C(C)OCC•→C2•C=O+C2H4 2.8E+13 0.1 75.9 4.8E+09 c 
90 Ccy(C•OCCC)→H+Ccy(C=CCCO) 2.8E+04 2.7 191.1 3.6E+02 b 
 
C•cy(COCCC) 
   
 
 91 C•cy(COCCC)→C=CCCCO• 4.8E+10 0.6 75.8 2.4E+08 c 
92 C=CCCCO•→CH2O+C=CCC• 1.3E+14 0.0 57.4 1.7E+11 c 
93 C=CCCCO•→cy(OCC•CCC) 1.1E+09 0.3 12.3 2.2E+09 c 
94 C=CCCCO•→C=CC•CCOH 3.6E+07 1.2 51.1 3.0E+08 c 
95 C•cy(COCCC)→C•CCOC=C 1.1E+10 0.8 90.0 7.2E+07 c 
96 C•CCOC=C→C=COC•+C2H4 1.2E+12 0.4 116.4 1.9E+07 c 
97 C•CCOC=C→cy(OC•CCCC) 2.0E+08 0.6 48.4 3.0E+07 c 
 Substitution       
98 Ccy(COCCC)+H→CC•CCCOH 3.9E+00 2.0 99.6 2.0E+01 c 
 
a estimated 
b reaction rate coefficient taken from its THF analogue [10] 
c CBS-QB3 calculated value, see Section 2.4 
d estimated from Evans-Polanyi relationship [31] 
e taken from [15] 
 
3.1 Primary mechanism 
The primary mechanism consists of reactions describing the consumption of MTHF by 
unimolecular reactions and bimolecular reactions, e.g. hydrogen abstraction, and decomposition 
of MTHF-derived radicals, e.g. β-scission reactions. 
Unimolecular fuel decomposition 
Scission of the methyl – ring bond and scission of the C-H bonds produce radical species. 
Reaction rate coefficients were estimated in the reverse direction, i.e. recombination (reactions 1-
6). 
Unimolecular ring opening by scission of one of the ring bonds produces diradical or carbenic 
species. These reactions were found to be important in THF pyrolysis [8]. Similar reactions for 
MTHF have been considered in this work, see reactions 7-20 in Table 2. Corresponding reaction 
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rate coefficients were taken from their THF-analogues [10]. Diradical and carbenic species are 
unstable and react to molecular products. These unstable species are not included explicitly in 
the kinetic model. Instead, they are replaced by their molecular product(s) following stabilization 
by intramolecular hydrogen abstraction or β-scission.  
For example, C-O scission in THF may form 3-hydroxypropyl carbene [8], see Fig. 3. 
Isomerization of the carbene to but-3-en-1-ol is favored over decomposition to ethenol and 
ethene [8]. The analogous reactions for MTHF are added to Fig. 3. C-O scission in MTHF can 
form methyl,3-hydroxypropyl carbene which can react to pent-3-en-1-ol. The equivalent single-
step reaction is reaction number 13 in Table 2. C-O scission in MTHF can also form 3-methyl-3-
hydroxypropyl carbene which can react to pent-4-en-2-ol. The equivalent single-step reaction is 
reaction number 14 in Table 2. Rate coefficients for the latter two reactions are taken from their 
THF analogue [10].  
Note that the use of the reaction rate coefficients of THF for MTHF introduces some error to the 
kinetic model. In the case of the analogous reactions in Fig. 3, C-O scission in THF forms 3-
hydroxypropyl carbene where a primary carbon atom has valence two while C-O scission in 
MTHF can form methyl-3-hydroxypropyl carbene where a secondary carbon atom has valence 
two. The effect of this error on the performance of the kinetic model is expected to be minor as 
scission of one of the ring bonds is typically of lower importance compared to C-C scission of 
the alkyl side group, as in methyl-cyclohexane [32]. 
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Fig. 3 C-O scission in THF and MTHF forming carbene intermediates and subsequent 
decomposition. 
Ethers can react through a 4-membered transition state where a hydrogen atom of a carbon atom 
in β-position bridges to the oxygen atom forming an alkene and an alcohol [33]. Three such 
reactions are considered for MTHF. Hydrogen atoms from ring carbon atoms in the β-position 
can bridge to the oxygen atom forming pent-3-en-1-ol and pent-4-en-2-ol respectively, reactions 
20 and 21 in Table 2. Rate coefficients were taken from the analogous THF reaction [8]. 
Furthermore, a hydrogen atom of the methyl groups can bridge to the ring oxygen forming 4-
penten-1-ol, reaction 19 in Table 2. Rate coefficients were obtained from CBS-QB3 calculations.  
Hydrogen abstraction from MTHF 
Reaction rate coefficients for hydrogen abstraction reactions from MTHF by hydrogen atoms 
and methyl radicals (reactions 22-31) were derived from quantum calculations in the present 
study. Reaction rate coefficients for hydrogen abstraction by oxygen atoms, hydroxyl radicals 
(reactions 32-41) were deduced from Evans-Polanyi correlations proposed by Dean and Bozelli 
[31], analogous to recently developed tetrahydrofuran and tetrahydropyran kinetic models [10, 
34]. Kinetics for hydrogen abstraction from MTHF by hydroperoxy radicals (reactions 42-46) 
were taken from the theoretical calculations by Chakravarty et al. [15]. Hydrogen abstraction 
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reactions by carbon centered radicals, such as ethyl and allyl, were estimated from hydrogen 
abstraction by methyl but taking into consideration the effect of resonance stabilization [35, 36]. 
MTHF radical decomposition 
Decomposition reactions of all MTHF radicals and ring-opened MTHF radicals have been 
calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory, see Table 2 (reactions 47-55, 57-66, 69-81, 85-89, 
91-97). MTHF radicals can undergo ring opening reactions by C-C β-scission and C-O β-
scission. Previous studies regarding THF and MTHF indicated that ring opening by C-O β-
scission is favored over C-C β-scission [10, 14]. The same trend is observed in this work. 
Unsaturated cyclic ethers can be formed by C-H β-scission of MTHF radicals (reactions 56, 67, 
68, 82, 83, 90) and C-C β-scission of the methyl side group (reaction 74) in the case of 
tetrahydro-2-methyl-3-furanyl. Note that the decomposition of MTHF radicals is more detailed 
in this new kinetic model compared to the model proposed by Moshammer et al.[17].  
The ring-opened MTHF radicals can fragment by β-scission or react by intramolecular hydrogen 
abstraction and intramolecular radical addition. Ring opening of tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl 
and subsequent decomposition is presented as example in Fig. 4. The dominant consumption 
path of 1-allyloxy-ethyl radical, formed by C-C β-scission of tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl, is 
C-O β-scission to acetaldehyde plus allyl. A minor path is exo-intramolecular radical addition to 
3-methylene-2-methyl-oxetane. The latter radical is also formed by exo-intramolecular radical 
addition of the 3-buten-2-yloxy-methyl radical, formed by C-C β-scission of tetrahydro-2-
methyl-3-furanyl. Hence, tetrahydro-2-methyl-3-furanyl and tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl can 
interconvert with 3-methylene-2-methyl-oxetane as intermediate. Decomposition of 4-penten-2-
oxy, formed by C-O β-scission of tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl, by C-C β-scission to 
acetaldehyde and allyl is favored over C-C β-scission to 3-butenal plus methyl, intramolecular 
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hydrogen abstraction to 2-hydroxy-4-penten-3-yl and exo-intramolecular radical addition to 2-
methylene-4-methyl-oxetane. The latter radical is also formed by exo-intramolecular radical 
addition of the 2-vinyloxy-propyl radical, formed by C-C β-scission of tetrahydro-2-methyl-5-
furanyl. Hence, tetrahydro-2-methyl-5-furanyl and tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl can 
interconvert with 2-methylene-4-methyl-oxetane as intermediate. 
 
Fig. 4 Unimolecular consumption reactions of tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl and derived radicals 
At the investigated operating conditions, β-scission reactions of the radicals formed following 
ring opening of tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl, tetrahydro-2-methyl-3-furanyl, tetrahydro-2-
methyl-4-furanyl and tetrahydro-2-methyl-5-furanyl are kinetically favored over intramolecular 
hydrogen abstraction and radical addition reactions. Only in the case of 3-vinyloxy-propyl, 
which is formed by C-C β-scission of the 2-methylene-tetrahydrofuran radical, endo-
intramolecular radical addition to tetrahydro-2-pyranyl is favored over C-C β-scission to 
vinyloxy-methyl plus ethene below 1050 K. Calculated rate coefficients of competing reactions 
are displayed as a function of temperature in Supplemental Material.  
Substitution of hydrogen atom on MTHF 
As will be discussed in 4.1, water yields are underpredicted in pyrolysis conditions. Hydrogen 
atom addition on the ring oxygen atom of MTHF forms 2-pentyl-5-ol, reaction 98. The latter 
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radical can react by subsequent C-C β-scissions forming two ethene molecules plus hydroxyl 
radical. The calculated reaction rate coefficient for reaction 98 is five orders lowers than the 
competing hydrogen abstraction reactions. Therefore, this reaction path does not contribute 
significantly to hydroxyl radical and water formation. 
3.2 Base mechanism 
The mechanism developed for propene oxidation and combustion by Burke et al. served as 
reaction base [37, 38]. This model was developed hierarchically and has been validated for 
hydrogen, methane, ethane, ethene, propene, methanol, ethanol and acetaldehyde combustion.  
3.3 Secondary mechanism 
The third part of the developed kinetic model is a secondary mechanism which contains the 
reactions of species formed in the primary mechanism and for which no consumption routes are 
included in the base mechanism.  
Submechanisms for tetrahydrofuran and tetrahydropyran pyrolysis and combustion were taken 
from recently developed kinetic models by Tran et al.[10, 34]. Isomerization of alkylated 
dihydrofurans were implemented as suggested by Dubnikova and Lifshitz [39]. Rate coefficients 
for reactions describing the decomposition of aldehydes and ketones, products detected in the 
premixed laminar low-pressure flames, were estimated using the EXGAS database [40].  
Pathways to benzene were included in the developed kinetic model. Self-recombination of allyl 
radicals followed by hydrogen abstraction and addition of vinyl on 1,3-butadiene lead to 2,5-
hexadien-1-yl which can react to cyclohexen-3-yl by intramolecular radical addition. Subsequent 
dehydrogenation steps of cyclohexen-3-yl lead to benzene. Reaction rate coefficients were taken 
from Wang et al. [41, 42]. Recombination of cyclopentadienyl with methyl, followed by 
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hydrogen abstraction and ring enlargement is another possible formation pathway for benzene. 
Reaction rate coefficients were taken from Green and coworkers [43, 44]. Reactions involving 
propargyl are known to be important for benzene formation in flames. Kinetics regarding self-
recombination of propargyl radicals and recombination of propargyl with allyl were taken from 
Georgievskii et al.[45] and Miller et al. [46]. 
3.4 Thermochemistry and transport data 
Thermochemical data for species and radicals were taken from extensive databases whenever 
possible[47, 48]. Otherwise, this data was calculated using the software THERGAS [49] which 
is based on the group additivity method proposed by Benson [50].  
Thermochemistry for MTHF was taken from the Third Millennium Thermochemical Database 
[47]. The enthalpy of formation at 298K is -225.1 kJ mol-1, which agrees well with the 
recommended value of -225.4 kJ mol-1 by Simmie [14] and -228.4 kJ mol-1 by Wijaya et al. [51]. 
Transport properties of species, for which no data is available from literature, were estimated 
using the RMG TransportDataEstimator [52]. 
4 Results and discussion 
The pyrolysis results obtained in a flow reactor and combustion results obtained in low-pressure 
and atmospheric premixed flames are presented in this section. Comparisons of model 
simulations with the fuel-rich flames (φ =1.7) investigated by Moshammer et al. are presented in 
Supplemental Material. 
4.1 Thermal decomposition of MTHF in a tubular flow reactor 
Experimental and simulated results 
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An experimental dataset was obtained for the pyrolysis of MTHF in a tubular flow reactor, 
described in section 2.1. The pressure was kept constant at 0.17 MPa. MTHF and N2 inlet molar 
flow rates correspond to 1.67 10-4 and 1.67 10-3mol s-1 respectively. The temperature was varied 
between 900 and 1100 K. Besides hydrocarbons, several oxygenated products were detected in 
the reactor effluent, including CO, H2O, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, ketene and 4-penten-1-ol. 
Fig. 5 shows the experimental and model calculated mole fraction profiles of MTHF and a 
selected number of product species as a function of temperature. The calculated conversion 
profile agrees well with the experimental data. Furthermore, the model is in qualitative 
agreement with the experimental product profiles, i.e. it is able to capture the effect of 
temperature on mole fractions. The model is also in qualitative agreement with most product 
mole fraction profiles, the main exception being H2O, see Fig. 5 (C), which is underpredicted by 
a factor 4 and ketene, see Fig. 5 (I), which is overpredicted by a factor 2.  
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Fig. 5 Mole fractions as a function of temperature for MTHF pyrolysis in a tubular reactor, P=0.17 
MPa, FMTHF=1.67 10-4 mol s-1, FN2=1.67 10-3 mol-1:  - MTHF (A),  - CH4 (B),  - H2 (B),  - CO (C),
 - H2O (C),  - C2H4 (D),  - C2H6 (E),  - C2H2(E),  - acetaldehyde (F),  - formaldehyde (F),  - 
C3H6 (G),  - 1-butene (H),  - ketene (I),  - 1,3-butadiene (J),  - benzene (K),  - 4-penten-1-ol 
(L); lines, mole fraction profiles calculated with CHEMKIN-PRO using the plug flow reactor model 
and the developed kinetic model, discussed in section 3 
Reaction path analysis 
A first reaction path analysis was performed with CHEMKIN-PRO using the plug flow reactor 
model and operating conditions corresponding to P = 0.17 MPa, T = 1000K, FMTHF = 1.67 10-4 
mol s-1, FN2= 1.67 10-3 mol s-1 at the inlet of the reactor. 
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The unimolecular decomposition of MTHF is dominated by the pericyclic ring opening reaction 
forming 4-penten-1-ol, where a hydrogen atom of the methyl group bridges to the ring oxygen, 
and C-C scission forming tetrahydro-2-furanyl plus methyl. At 1000K, these paths account for 
respectively 61 % and 38 % of the total unimolecular decomposition rate. Scission of the ring 
bonds forming carbene and biradical intermediates and pericyclic ring opening reactions 
involving hydrogen atoms of ring carbon atoms contribute less than 1% of the total unimolecular 
decomposition rate. Note that latter reactions are significant in the pyrolysis of THF [8]. Hence, 
the presence of a methyl-group in MTHF completely changes the unimolecular decomposition 
paths compared to THF.   
A second reaction path analysis was performed with CHEMKIN-PRO using the plug flow 
reactor model and operating conditions corresponding to P = 0.17 MPa, T = 1000 K, FMTHF = 
1.67 10-4 mol s-1, FN2= 1.67 10-3 mol s-1, conversionMTHF= 10% .The main reaction pathways 
from MTHF are presented in Fig. 6. 
In these conditions, a radical pool is established and 91 % of MTHF is consumed by hydrogen 
abstraction reactions. Ring opening to 4-penten-1-ol and C-C scission of the methyl side-group 
correspond to 6 and 3 % of the total MTHF consumption respectively.  
The main hydrogen abstracting species are methyl radicals and hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen 
abstraction from carbon atom 2 is favored, followed by carbon atoms 5, 4, 3 and the methyl 
carbon atom.  
Tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl mainly reacts by C-O β-scission, forming 2-oxo-pent-5-yl. At 
1000K, the rate coefficient is 200 times larger than the rate coefficient of the competing C-C β-
scission and 2E+6 times larger than the rate coefficient of the competing C-H β-scission to 5-
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methyl-2,3-dihydrofuran, see Table 2. The 2-oxo-pent-5-yl radical can form ethene plus 2-oxo-
propyl by C-C β-scission. This path contributes for approximately 70% of the total ethene 
formation rate.   
Tetrahydro-2-methyl-5-furanyl mainly reacts by C-O β-scission, forming 1-oxo-pent-4-yl. 
Consumption of 1-oxo-pent-4-yl is dominated by C-C β-scission to propene plus vinoxy and 
intramolecular hydrogen abstraction to 1-oxo-pent-1-yl. The former path contributes for 
approximately 50% of the total propene formation rate. 1-oxo-pent-1-yl rapidly forms 1-butyl 
plus CO following CO α-scission. C-C β-scission of 1-butyl to ethene plus ethyl radical and C-H 
β-scission of ethyl to ethene plus hydrogen atom contribute for approximately 25% of the total 
ethene formation rate. 
The other three MTHF-radicals, tetrahydro-2-methyl-3-furanyl, tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl 
and 2-methylene-tetrahydrofuran, are formed in lower amounts. Decomposition of tetrahydro-2-
methyl-4-furanyl and 2-methylene-tetrahydrofuran by C-O β-scission forms formaldehyde plus 
but-1-en-3-yl and formaldehyde plus but-1-en-4-yl respectively. Formaldehyde is almost 
exclusively formed by the latter two pathways, which is accurately predicted by the kinetic 
model. Decomposition of tetrahydro-2-methyl-4-furanyl by C-O β-scission is the main source of 
acetaldehyde, next to hydrogen abstraction by 2-oxo-ethyl from MTHF. 
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Fig. 6 Main reaction paths in MTHF pyrolysis, identified using CHEMKIN-PRO. Operating 
conditions correspond to P = 0.17 MPa, T = 1000K, FMTHF = 1.67 10-4 mol s-1, FN2= 1.67 10-3 mol s-1, 
conversionMTHF= 10%. A percentage next to a reaction pathway represents the rate of that reaction 
relative to the total MTHF consumption rate. 
Water is formed by hydrogen abstraction of hydroxyl radicals. Hydroxyl is formed by several 
consumption pathways of 4-penten-1-ol. C-C scission of 4-penten-1-ol, forming allyl plus 2-
hydroxy-ethyl, and radical addition on the terminal carbon atom of the C=C double bond 
followed by C-C β-scission contribute for approximately 90% of the total 4-penten-1-ol 
consumption. Both pathways form 2-hydroxy-ethyl which is the main source of hydroxyl 
radicals, through C-O β-scission forming ethene as second product. Water yields are, thus, highly 
sensitive to the formation of 4-penten-1-ol. The experimental yield of the latter molecule is 
underpredicted by the kinetic model, especially at the lowest investigated temperatures. As 
mentioned in 3.1, 4-penten-1-ol is formed by a concerted ring opening reaction of MTHF. 
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Obviously, increasing the corresponding reaction rate coefficient would have a beneficial effect 
on the model performance regarding 4-penten-1-ol and water.  
Ketene is formed by C-H β-scission of 2-oxo-ethyl and C-C β-scission of 2-oxo-propyl. The 
overprediction of oxygen selectivity towards ketene matches the underprediction of oxygen 
selectivity towards water. Note that both 2-oxo-ethyl and 2-oxo-propyl are formed by hydrogen 
abstraction from MTHF and subsequent β-scission reactions. Hence, increasing the fraction of 
MTHF that reacts by unimolecular decomposition would reduce the fraction of MTHF that reacts 
by hydrogen abstraction and, thus, reduce ketene yields.  
4.2 Combustion of MTHF in low-pressure premixed flat flame 
Experimental and simulated results 
The chemical structure of MTHF flames were investigated at three equivalences ratios, which 
are φ=0.7, 1.0 and 1.3. Some 50 species were identified and quantified. Compared to the 
experimental pyrolysis results, a considerably higher number of oxygenated molecules were 
detected and quantified. Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 present mole fraction profiles of feed 
molecules and products as a function of distance above the burner. The selected products in these 
figures have high yields and/or are important intermediates according to reaction path analysis.  
MTHF, see Fig. 7 (A), is completely consumed at a height of 2.0 mm above the burner which 
corresponds with temperatures higher than 1200K in the flame. Model calculated mole fraction 
profiles of complete-combustion products CO2 and H2O, see Fig. 7 (B), and CO and H2, see Fig. 
7 (C), agree well with experimental mole fraction profiles.  
Experimental yields of most hydrocarbon products and oxygenated molecules have maxima at a 
height of approximately 2.0 mm above the burner.  
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The kinetic model is in qualitative agreement with the experimental data of all hydrocarbon 
products, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. As mentioned earlier, the volumetric flow rate of the unburned 
gas was constant for all equivalence ratios. At fuel-rich conditions (φ=1.3), the operating 
conditions caused the flame to be relatively close to the burner; therefore, flame temperature and 
species profiles were significantly disturbed by the sampling probe resulting in a higher 
experimental error. For propene, 1-butene and 1,3-butadiene, model agreement deteriorates at 
higher equivalence ratios, underpredicting the experimental mole fraction profile. Interestingly, 
at the fuel-rich conditions (φ = 1.7) by Moshammer at al. [17], model calculated mole fraction 
profile for propene is in good agreement with the experimental data while 1-butene and 1,3-
butadiene yields are overpredicted, see Fig. 11.  
Aldehydes, having between one and five carbon atoms, were detected in the reactor effluent. 
Experimental and model calculated mole fraction profiles are presented in Fig. 9. The model 
calculated peak in 2-butenal is approximately a factor 5 larger than experimental observations. A 
similar overprediction is observed for 2,3-dihydrofuran, see Fig. 10 (E). Tran et al. proposed that 
2,3-dihydrofuran rapidly isomerizes to cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde and 2-butenal [10]. In their 
modeling of low-pressure premixed tetrahydrofuran flames, the same disagreement for 2-butenal 
and 2,3-dihydrofuran was observed. Note that in this work, reactions and associated rate 
coefficients for consumption of 2,3-dihydrofuran, 2-butenal and cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde 
were adopted from Tran et al. [10]. 
A second class of oxygenated molecules in the reactor effluent is ketones. Note that acetone was 
the only ketone measured in tetrahydrofuran premixed laminar flames and its maximum mole 
fraction is approximately a factor 10 lower than what is measured here, under comparable 
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conditions. Model calculated mole fraction profiles are in relatively good agreement with 
experimental mole fraction profiles, see Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 7 Mole fraction profiles as a function of height above burner for φ = 0.7 (left), φ = 1.0 (middle) 
and φ = 1.3 (right):  - O2 (A), - MTHF (A), - Argon/4 (A), - H2O (B),  - CO2 (B),  - CO (C), 
 - H2 (C),  - CH4 (D),  - C2H4 (E),  - C2H2 (F),  - C2H6 (F); lines, mole fraction profiles 
calculated with CHEMKIN using the premixed laminar flame model and the developed kinetic 
model, discussed in section 3 
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Fig. 8 Mole fraction profiles as a function of height above burner forφ = 0.7 (left), φ = 1.0 (middle) 
and φ = 1.3 (right):  - allene (A), - propyne (A),  - C3H6 (B),  - C3H8 (B),  - 1,3-butadiene (C), 
 - 1,2-butadiene x 10 (C),  - 1-butene (D),  - 2-butene (D),  - 1-pentene (E), - 2-pentene (E), 
- benzene (F);  lines, mole fraction profiles calculated with CHEMKIN using the premixed laminar 
flame model and the developed kinetic model, discussed in section 3 
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Fig. 9 Mole fraction profiles as a function of height above burner forφ = 0.7 (left), φ = 1.0 (middle) 
and φ = 1.3 (right):  - formaldehyde (A),  - acetaldehyde (B),  - propanal (C),  - acrolein (D), 
 - butanal (E),  - 2-butenal (E),  - pentenal (F);  lines, mole fraction profiles calculated with 
CHEMKIN using the premixed laminar flame model and the developed kinetic model, discussed in 
section 3 
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Fig. 10 Mole fraction profiles as a function of height above burner forφ = 0.7 (left), φ = 1.0 (middle) 
and φ = 1.3 (right):  - acetone (A),  - butanone (B),  - butenone (C),  - 2-pentanone (D),  - 2,3-
dihydrofuran (E) ; lines, mole fraction profiles calculated with CHEMKIN using the premixed 
laminar flame model and the developed kinetic model, discussed in section 3 
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Fig. 11 Mole fraction profiles as a function of height above burner for φ = 1.7 using synchrotron-
based tunable VUV PI-MBMS obtained by Moshammer et al.[17]: -propene (A),  - 1,3-butadiene 
(B),  - 1-butene (C); lines, mole fraction profiles calculated with CHEMKIN using the premixed 
laminar flame model: - the developed kinetic model, discussed in section 3,  the kinetic 
model developed by Moshammer et al. [17] 
Reaction path analysis 
A reaction path analysis was performed with CHEMKIN-PRO using the premixed laminar flame 
model and operating conditions: φ=1 and conversionMTHF=90 % . This corresponds to a height of 
1.8 mm above the burner and a temperature of approximately 1300K. Most products have a 
maximum in their mole fraction profile at these conditions. The reaction path analysis helps to 
identify the dominant product formation paths. This is presented in Fig. 12.  
The MTHF consumption reactions resemble those in pyrolysis. 
Compared to pyrolysis, a higher fraction of MTHF is consumed by C-C scission of the methyl 
side-group. The latter reaction has a high activation energy and therefor has a higher flux in the 
high temperature flames compared to the relatively low-temperature pyrolysis experiments. Ring 
opening to 4-penten-1-ol accounts for less than 1% of the total MTHF consumption at the 
conditions investigated in Fig. 12. 4-penten-1-ol is rapidly consumed, e.g. by scission of the 
weak allyl – 2-hydroxy-ethyl bond in 4-penten-1-ol. The peak in model calculated mole fraction 
profile is below 10 ppm, explaining why it was not possible to identify and quantify this species 
experimentally. 
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The majority of MTHF is consumed by hydrogen abstraction. Hydrogen atoms are the main 
hydrogen abstracting radicals, followed by hydroxyl. Hydrogen abstraction from MTHF by 
methyl, the main hydrogen abstracting radical in the pyrolysis conditions investigated in Fig. 6, 
is now insignificant. Methyl is mainly consumed by reaction with oxygen and recombination 
with other radicals. Methyl plus atomic oxygen to formaldehyde plus atomic hydrogen is the 
main source of formaldehyde at the reactor conditions of Fig. 12, rather than formation by 
decomposition of MTHF radicals. 
Hydrogen abstraction from MTHF forming tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl is favored, but less 
pronounced compared to the pyrolysis conditions investigated in Fig. 6. The higher temperature 
in the MTHF flame and the high contribution of hydroxyl radicals to the total hydrogen 
abstraction rate decrease selectivity to tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl.  
Obviously, the same radicals and molecules are formed following ring opening and C-O/C-C β-
scission of MTHF radicals in the MTHF flame and pyrolysis. Their formation paths will not be 
repeated here. The presence of molecular oxygen and the augmented radical concentration in the 
MTHF flames, given the higher temperature and lower pressure, changes the consumption of 
primary radicals and molecules. This is especially the case for the resonantly stabilized radicals 
allyl, 2-oxo-ethyl and 2-oxo-propyl. Consumption pathways of the latter 3 radicals are 
emphasized in Fig. 12. 
The majority of allyl radicals reacts by recombination. Recombination with hydrogen atoms and 
methyl radicals are important allyl consumption routes. These paths accounts for 25% of the total 
propene formation and 90% of the total 1-butene formation, respectively, at the given conditions. 
Hydrogen abstraction from 1-butene and subsequent C-H β-scission is an important source of 
1,3-butadiene. Hence, formation paths of propene, 1-butene and 1,3-butadiene, for which model 
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disagreement increased with increasing equivalence ratio, are all linked to these allyl 
recombination reactions. Other allyl consumptions to products presented in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 
and Fig. 10 are allyl plus ethyl to 1-pentene, allyl plus atomic oxygen to acrolein plus atomic 
hydrogen, recombination of allyl plus hydroperoxy which eventually forms acrolein, a hydrogen 
atom and a hydroxyl radical following decomposition of the hydroperoxide [53]. 
The 2-oxo-ethyl radical is mainly formed by decomposition of the 2-methyl-5-furanyl radical. 
The 2-oxo-ethyl radical is resonantly stabilized and, thus, has a relatively long lifetime. It mainly 
forms methyl plus CO and ketene plus hydrogen atom [54], Recombination reactions with 
hydrogen atom, methyl, ethyl and allyl form acetaldehyde, propanal, butanal and 4-pentenal 
respectively, see Fig. 9. 
The 2-oxo-propyl radical is formed by decomposition of the tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl 
radical. It mainly reacts by C-C β-scission forming ketene and methyl, similar as in pyrolysis. 
Recombination with hydrogen, methyl and ethyl forms acetone, butanone and 2-pentanone 
respectively, see Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 12 Main reaction paths in MTHF premixed low-pressure laming flames, identified using 
CHEMKIN-PRO. Operating conditions correspond to P = 6.66 kPa, T = 1300K, h = 1.8mm, 
conversionMTHF= 90%. A percentage next to a reaction pathway represents the rate of that reaction 
relative to the total MTHF consumption rate. 
4.3 Laminar burning velocities of MTHF at atmospheric pressure 
Experimental and simulated results 
To our knowledge, no investigation on the adiabatic laminar burning velocities of MTHF in air 
has been published prior to the present study. Experimental data for the adiabatic laminar 
burning velocities of MTHF-air mixtures were measured on a flat flame burner at atmospheric 
pressure, with unburned gas temperatures ranging between 298 and 398 K and equivalence ratios 
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ranging between 0.6 and 1.55.The obtained results are displayed in Fig. 13. These profiles 
exhibit maxima at φ = 1.1, similar to most hydrocarbons and oxygenated molecules [55]. 
Model calculated laminar burning velocities are added to Fig. 13. Good agreement is observed 
for all unburned gas temperatures and equivalence ratios. 
 
Fig. 13 Laminar burning velocities for MTHF–air flames at 0.101 MPa: - unburned gas 
temperature of 298K, - unburned gas temperature of 358K,  - unburned gas temperature of 
398K; lines, profiles calculated with CHEMKIN using the premixed laminar flame model and the 
developed kinetic model, discussed in section 3 
Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis with respect to laminar burning velocity was performed at an unburned gas 
temperature of 298K and equivalence ratio of 1.1. Such an analysis is able to identify reactions 
that influence laminar burning velocity most significantly. Selected results are presented in Fig. 
14. A reaction with a positive sensitivity coefficient indicates that raising the associated pre-
exponential factor increases the laminar burning velocity, a reaction with a negative sensitivity 
coefficient indicates that reducing the associated pre-exponential factor increases the laminar 
burning velocity. 
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Laminar burning velocities are mainly controlled by reactions of small species [55]. Also in this 
work, the chain branching reaction of molecular oxygen with a hydrogen atom forming atomic 
oxygen and a hydroxyl radical is the most sensitive reaction for laminar burning velocities. Other 
sensitive reactions involve the consumption and production of hydrogen atoms, as these can 
react with molecular oxygen through the aforementioned chain branching reaction. For example, 
decomposition of the formyl radical has a positive sensitivity coefficient as this produces a 
hydrogen atom while reaction of the formyl radical with a hydrogen atom to carbon monoxide 
and molecular hydrogen has a negative sensitivity coefficient as this consumes a hydrogen atom 
and a formyl radical, which could otherwise decompose forming a hydrogen atom. 
Some reactions that are related to MTHF consumption are displayed in Fig. 14. As discussed 
previously, MTHF produces high yields of ketene via C-C β-scission of 2-oxo-propyl and C-H 
β-scission of 2-oxo-ethyl. Ketene can be consumed by hydrogen abstraction by hydrogen atoms 
and by hydrogen addition forming 1-oxo-ethyl. The former reaction has a positive sensitivity 
coefficient as the resulting ketenyl react can react with molecular oxygen forming carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide plus a hydrogen atom [56] while the latter reaction has a negative 
sensitivity coefficient as 1-oxo-ethyl forms a relatively unreactive methyl radical by CO α-
scission, which can recombine with a hydrogen atom forming methane.  
The recombination of allyl radical, which is formed by decomposition of the tetrahydro-2-
methyl-4-furanyl radical and by hydrogen abstraction from propene, with a hydrogen atom has 
negative sensitivity coefficient as it results in a decrease of radicals in the reactive system. 
Scission of MTHF to methyl plus tetrahydro-2-furanyl radicals has a positive sensitivity 
coefficient as it results in an increase of radicals in the reactive system. 
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Hydrogen abstraction from MTHF by hydrogen atoms forming tetrahydro-2-methyl-2-furanyl 
and tetrahydro-2-methyl-5-furanyl are displayed in Fig. 14. The former radical mainly 
decomposes to ethene while the latter radical mainly decomposes to propene. Hydrogen 
abstraction from ethene yields vinyl radicals, which may form hydrogen atoms upon C-H β-
scission or lead to chain branching by reaction with molecular oxygen  [57]. Consumption of 
propene by hydrogen abstraction creates unreactive allyl radicals. 
 
Fig. 14 Sensitivity coefficients for MTHF laminar burning velocities. Operating conditions 
correspond to φ = 1.1, P = 0.101 MPa and unburned gas temperature of 298K.  Coefficients for the 
seven most sensitive reactions and coefficients for six other reactions, related to consumption of 
MTHF and related decomposition products, are displayed. 
Comparison of adiabatic laminar burning velocity with other cyclic biofuels 
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The adiabatic laminar burning velocities of several other cyclic oxygenated biofuels have been 
investigated using the same experimental setup and similar operating conditions. These biofuels 
include tetrahydrofuran [10], tetrahydropyran [34], 2-methyl-furan [58], and 2,5-dimethylfuran 
[59]. These biofuels exhibit a maximum in laminar burning velocity at φ = 1.1, similar to MTHF. 
Fig. 15 compares the laminar burning velocity’s at φ = 1.1 and Tinitial=298 K.  
 
Fig. 15 Experimental laminar burning velocity at0.101 MPa, unburned gas temperature of 298K, φ 
= 1.1 for tetrahydrofuran [10], 2-methyl-tetrahydrofuran (this work), tetrahydropyran [34], 2-
methyl-furan [58] and 2,5-dimethylfuran [59] 
Laminar burning velocities for MTHF are lower compared to THF. Methyl substitution is known 
to reduce flame speeds in alkanes and cycloalkanes [55, 60]. In these hydrocarbons, this is 
considered to be mainly a kinetic effect due to an increase in methyl and propene formation. The 
latter two species affect hydrogen atom concentration, i.e. methyl radicals reduce flame speed by 
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removing hydrogen atoms from the system through recombination while propene is consumed 
by hydrogen abstraction forming allyl which can recombine with hydrogen atoms. Note the 
concentration of propene is approximately two times higher in MTHF flames compared to THF 
flames under comparable conditions [10].  
MTHF has a lower burning velocity than 2-methyl-furan. Earlier studies have shown that 2-
methyl-furan is mainly consumed by hydrogen abstraction and hydrogen addition reactions [58, 
61]. These reaction channels produce high yields of vinylic radicals in 2-methyl-furan flames. 
For example, the 2-furanyl-methyl radical, formed by hydrogen abstraction from the methyl 
group in 2-methyl-furan, mainly forms CO and 1,3-butandien-1-yl [58, 61]. Vinylic radicals, 
which are produced in significantly lower quantities in MTHF flames, have a beneficial effect on 
laminar burning velocities[55]. 
5 Conclusions 
This works presents new experimental data for the pyrolysis and combustion of MTHF obtained 
in a plug flow reactor and premixed laminar flames (flame structure and burning velocity 
measurements). The pyrolysis experimental data provides insight in the main MTHF 
consumption pathways and associated product spectrum. The number of detected oxygenated 
species in flames is substantially higher due to the presence of molecular oxygen. At similar 
conditions, a lower burning velocity is observed for MTHF than for previously studied saturated 
and unsaturated cyclic ethers. 
The experimental data was interpreted using a newly developed kinetic model. The basis for the 
model is an existing, validated, propene oxidation model. Chemistry related to the decomposition 
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of MTHF was either based on quantum chemical calculations or estimated by analogy with 
previous work regarding the pyrolysis and combustion of tetrahydrofuran and tetrahydropyran. 
Model calculated and experimental data profiles are in reasonable agreement. The most 
important unimolecular decomposition reactions for MTHF are scission of the methyl group and 
concerted ring opening to 4-penten-1-ol. Scission of the ring bonds forming diradical and 
carbene species, important in the pyrolysis of THF, is negligible. As soon a radical pool is 
established, MTHF is mainly consumed by hydrogen abstraction reactions. Hydrogen abstraction 
from the carbon atoms α to the ring oxygen is favored, comparable to tetrahydrofuran and 
tetrahydropyran. At pyrolysis conditions, the decomposition pathways of the resulting MTHF 
radicals are able to explain the majority of the product spectrum. At combustion conditions, the 
same reaction paths are important. However, an increased importance for recombination 
reactions, given the higher radical concentration due to the higher temperature in flames 
compared to pyrolysis conditions, is observed. This is particularly the case for recombination 
reaction involving 2-oxo-ethyl and 2-oxo-propyl, which results in a variety of aldehydes and 
ketones. 
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